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CUB Fights Global Warming
The debate is over: thousands of scientists participating in the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate
Change recently reported that the Earth’s climate and
oceans are warming due to man-made pollutants.
We must reduce these pollutants by 60 to 80 percent
of 1990 levels by 2050 to stabilize the Earth’s climate
to stave off the worse effects of global warming.
Many believe our choice is a strong economy or
fighting global warming. The fact is, fighting global
warming will create jobs and help protect our environment for our children and theirs to come.

CUB Board of Directors
Election Results
Thank you to all the CUB members who cast their
ballots for the recent CUB Board of Directors election.
We are pleased to announce that all three Board
members were reelected. Please join us in welcoming
Steve Brachman, Rodney Stevenson, and Don
Wichert to their new 3-year terms on the CUB Board.
Each summer, several seats on the CUB Board are
open for election. If you know of an individual who
would make a good candidate for the board, and who
supports CUB’s mission that ratepayers deserve a
strong voice to ensure safe, reliable utility service at
reasonable rates please contact CUB Executive Director Charlie Higley at higley@wiscub.org or mail to:
Charlie Higley, Executive Director
Citizens Utility Board
16 N. Carroll St., Suite 530
Madison, WI 53703

CUB is helping lead the fight against the causes of
global warming. Governor Jim Doyle has appointed
CUB to his Task Force on Global Warming. By the
end of 2007, the Task Force is to provide the governor
with recommendations on ways to lower Wisconsin’s
production of greenhouse gases while creating jobs
for the Wisconsin economy.
Burning coal for electricity is the leading cause of
global warming pollution in Wisconsin, the United
States, and the world. Wisconsin gets 75% of its electricity from coal fired power plants. If nothing is done,
these pollutants will make Wisconsin hotter and dryer
over the next 25 years – threatening our health, economy, and our environment.
Unfortunately, Wisconsin’s emissions of global
warming pollution are increasing. Our state’s major
utilities are building more polluting coal plants using
out-dated technology: We Energies is building two
plants near Milwaukee and Wisconsin Public Service
Co. is building one plant in Wausau. Alliant Energy,
the holding company that owns Wisconsin Power &
Light, has proposed building a new coal plant near
Cassville on the Mississippi River.
At a time when we should be reducing global
warming pollutants, these utilities are going the other
way – and they want us to pay for it in our monthly
utility bills.
CUB believes that the risks caused by power plant
pollution, including global warming, are too grave to
ignore. Coal plant pollution, spewed into our air, contains toxic carcinogenic pollutants including sulfur
oxides, which cause acid rain; nitrogen oxides, which
cause smog; and mercury, which damages the nervous
systems of children.
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Global warming has quickly
become a very prominent topic in the
energy industry. Wisconsin’s electric
utilities are the leading source of
greenhouse gas emissions in Wisconsin, responsible for 35 percent. Our
electric utilities are followed by transportation (24%), and by industry
(13%).
These industries emit carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and other
gases that accumulate in the atmosphere and help trap heat given off
from the sun-drenched Earth. The
concentration of these gases is
increasing, which is causing an
increase in global temperatures.
Unless we reduce the emission of
these greenhouse gases, global temperatures will continue rising, causing
all sorts of problems including rising
sea levels, more intense storms,
droughts, flooding, and other calamities from a changing climate.
Although we can point our fingers
at utility power plants, semi-trailer
trucks, and factories as the sources of
global warming pollution, we need to
point our fingers at ourselves as the
causes of global warming. Our consumption of food, consumer goods,
and energy sources like electricity and
natural gas are the very causes of
global warming pollution.

Richard Storck
•
www.wiscub.org
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At CUB, we believe that everyone
must do their part to reduce global
warming pollution, or we will all suffer the dire consequences of living on
a planet with a climate that is changing for the worse.
However, even if each of us takes
steps to reduce the amount of pollution caused by our consumption,
prices will rise for items that use or
are made of fossil fuels like oil, coal,
and natural gas. Prices will rise
because the fossil fuel industries and
electric utilities must take steps to
reduce global warming pollution.
Although steps taken by utilities to
reduce global warming pollution will
cause your electric and natural gas
rates to go up, you can reduce your
exposure to rising fossil fuel prices by
making your home and business as
energy efficient as possible. Not only
will investments in energy efficiency
save you money, they will also reduce
your “carbon footprint,” or the
amount of global warming pollution
created by your consumption of goods
and services.
Be sure to visit www.focusonenergy.com, the website of the Focus on
Energy program, which will show you
ways to make your home or business
more energy efficient.

CUB Fights for You
Every year CUB saves Wisconsin ratepayers millions of dollars
(more than $179 million since
2005 alone!) – most of these savings come from our work in rate
cases before the Public Service
Commission (PSC). CUB also
works for you in the state legislature to pass good legislation and
against bad public policy. We also
take the fight to the courts when
the regulators and politicians fail
to protect ratepayers’ interests.
Below are some updates on
ongoing and recently completed
rate cases, legislation and court
cases that CUB is working on for
you.
PSC Cases
Madison Gas & Electric, Rate
Case for 2008 Rates, Docket
3270-UR-115

On May 7, 2007, MGE applied
to the PSC for permission to
increase 2008 electricity rates by
$19.6 million, or nearly 6 percent.
MGE also wants to increase 2008
natural gas rates by $9.1 million,
or 3.7 percent.
In its application, MGE states
that the electric rate increase is due
to rising costs for transmitting
electricity, construction costs of
the new power plants in Oak
Creek, construction costs for a new
wind farm in Iowa, and payments
to support the Focus on Energy
program, which provides energy
efficiency services to households
and businesses throughout Wisconsin.
CUB is intervening in MGE’s
rate case, urging the utility to
develop innovative rate designs for
its customers so that they can use
electricity more efficiently. CUB

Support CUB through Workplace Giving
You can contribute to CUB through the Community Shares of Wisconsin workplace giving campaign. Community Shares of Wisconsin is your
local connection with 52 grassroots, nonprofit organizations that build
social and economic equity and a healthy environment.
Community Shares of Wisconsin raises funds for its member agencies
– including CUB – through workplace giving campaigns at over 100 private sector employers in the Greater Madison area. Public sector employees also can contribute to CUB through their Combined Campaign.
Please consider giving to CUB through Community Shares of Wisconsin at your employer’s workplace giving campaign. By designating your
gift to CUB, we will receive 100% of your contribution (No part of your
gift is retained for administrative purposes!).
By supporting CUB through Community Shares of Wisconsin, you join
with other committed individuals who share your vision of a better world.
To learn more about Community Shares of Wisconsin’s workplace giving
program, or start a Community Shares campaign at your workplace,
please visit www.communityshares.com or call (608) 256-1066.
Thank you for your support of CUB!

will also ask the PSC to make sure
that residential customers are only
asked to pay their fair share of utility costs, and to prevent attempts
by commercial customers to
receive subsidized rates.
CUB will submit expert testimony to the PSC in September and
legal briefs later in the fall. The
PSC will likely decide this case by
the end of 2007.
We Energies, Proposed Sale of
the Point Beach Nuclear Power
Plant, Docket 6630-EI-113
CUB is opposing the proposed
sale by We Energies of the Point
Beach Nuclear Power Plant to FPL
Energy, a utility holding company
headquartered in Florida. We
Energies announced the sale on
December 20, 2006.
The Public Service Commission
will decide if the sale of Point
Beach, a 1,033 megawatt nuclear
plant located in Two Rivers, is in
the public interest. The PSC will
likely make a decision this fall.
CUB has submitted testimony and
legal briefs explaining why the
sale should be opposed (please see
our website www.wiscub.org for
copies of our testimony and legal
briefs).
CUB is concerned that the sale
could lead to higher costs for
ratepayers, and that the State of
Wisconsin will lose jurisdiction
over what is arguably the state’s
most polluting industrial operation; Point Beach produces thousands of pounds of high-level
radioactive wastes every year, for
which there are no safe means of
disposal.
continued on page 4
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CUB Fights for You
continued from page 3

Citizens Utility Board
(CUB) is a state-wide membership organization incorporated
under state and federal laws
regulating non-profit groups.
The purpose of the organization
is to:
1. ensure effective and democratic representation of
residential, farm and small
business utility customers
before regulatory agencies;
2. ensure effective and democratic representation of
residential, farm and small
business utility customers
before the legislature and
other public bodies; and
3. provide education on utility
service costs and on the
benefits and methods of
energy conservation for
consumers.
Citizens Utility Board
16 N. Carroll St., Suite 530
Madison, WI 53703

•
608.251.3322
608.251.7609 fax
800.657.4727

•
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FPL Energy could run the plant to
maximize profits instead of safety.
The PSC would have no authority over
whether investments should be made
to keep the plant operating safely, or
whether the plant should be shut down
should problems arise regarding its
operation. FPL Energy could even
sell the plant to another entity, all
without oversight by the PSC and the
Wisconsin public.
If the PSC approves the sale of
Point Beach, the PSC will have taken
another step toward electricity deregulation, which will mean higher electricity rates, more pollution, more
profits for energy companies, and less
control over energy policy by the people of Wisconsin.
The PSC will make a decision on
this case in the fall of 2007.

which CUB opposes because the sale
would result in higher energy costs for
We Energies’ customers in the long
run (see related section).
Even if the PSC approves the sale of
the nuclear plant, We Energies’ electric rates would increase by 15.6 percent by 2009.
CUB is intervening in this case at
the PSC. We will be challenging
many aspects of We Energies’ request
to increase rates, and we will be urging the PSC to require We Energies to
offer innovative rate designs so that its
customers can use electricity more
efficiently.
CUB will be filing the testimony of
our expert witnesses in October and
our legal briefs in November. The
PSC is expected to make a decision on
the utility’s request by the end of 2007.

We Energies, Rate Case for 2008
Rates, Docket 05-UR-103
On May 7, 2007, We Energies
applied to the PSC to raise its electric
rates by $712 million or 28 percent in
2008, the largest single-year increase
in the utility’s history. The utility has
also requested to raise its natural gas
rates by about 4 percent for 2008.
In its request, We Energies is asking
for permission to collect higher rates
to cover costs from increases in the
price for fossil fuels used to produce
electricity, for higher costs to transmit
power on high-voltage transmission
lines, and to pay for higher costs
caused by the regional electricity marketplace operated by the Midwest
Independent Transmission System
Operator (MISO).
We Energies also wants to reduce
the electric rate increase if it is
allowed to sell the Point Beach
Nuclear Power Plant to FPL Energy,

We Energies, Addition of Pollution
Controls to the Oak Creek Power
Plant, Docket 6630-CE-299
On June 21, 2007, We Energies
applied for permission from the PSC
to install pollution control devices on
the Oak Creek Power Plant. The utility estimates that the pollution control
devices will cost $820 million, which
is about the same cost as a new power
plant.
CUB and the environmental group
Clean Wisconsin are planning on
intervening in this case together, to
explore whether We Energies looked
at reasonable alternatives to installing
pollution control equipment on an old
power plant.
These alternatives
include retiring the Oak Creek Power
Plant and, instead, making investments
in energy efficiency or renewable
energy.
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Friends of CUB donors ($100 and up)
from March 1, 2007 through August 31, 2007
• Rick Adamski • Doris Anderson • Robert Anstice • Robert Beining • Robert and Connie Benner • Crandell
Bliss • Dr Charles Boardman • Peter Bock & Kathleen Falk • Janet Brandt • Jim and Mary Brill • Michael
Briselli • Joan Burns • Alan and Marilyn Cable • Ernst and Jany Conrath • W H H and Carol Cranmer • Jackie
Csedo • Lee Cullen • Michael and Judith Cullen • Philip Daub • Warren and Nancy DeKraay • Warren and Ruth
Downs • George and June Egan • Jean Ellarson • Franklin Evans • Herman Felstehausen • Robert Geiser • James
Gentil • George Gerharz • Helen Glissendorf • Bob Goeres • James and Dolores Gonyo • Lorena Gordon • Robert
Greenler • Gertrude Hessel • Margaret Banta Humleker • Geoff Hurtado • John and Irene Igers • James and Joan
Johnston • Maggie Jones • Esther Kaplan • Patricia Karnes • Ken Kickbusch • Bruce Krawisz • Jane
Kremer • Hans W Kuhn • Kathy Kuntz & Henry Huemmer • James Lafky • Julie and Joe Lange • Nonald
Lewis • Arthur and Susan Lloyd • Tom Lonsway • Barbara Lund • Jim and Patricia Mapp • James and Joan
McCarthy • Chris and Mary Meixner • Richard Meyer • Thomas and Kathleen Morgan • George
Mosher • Timothy Mueller • Sally Mundt & Carolyn Schloemer • David Nelson • Fred Newmann & Carolyn
Hegeler • Karen Oechler • Joseph and Mary Ousley • Thomas and Elaine Pagedas • Barbara Parsons • Curt
Pawlisch • Grace Peppard • Kathryn Philipp • Ervin Przybl • Anthony Pulvermacher • Fran and Louis Rall • Alan
Rein • Elizabeth Roffers • Lucille Rosenberg • Roland and Beth Rothman • Glenn and Marge
Schiebel • Lawrence Schirmer • Glenn and Mary Schnadt • Steve Seifert • James and Kathlin Sickel • Gordon
and Mary Skare • Marilyn Slautterback • Hedwig Spaight • Don Springer • Barbara St George • Leonhard and
Erika Staerk • Rodney and Karen Stevenson • Bonita Strauss • Lawrence and Mary Teofilo • Janet and Michael
Van Vleck • Jennifer and Tim Vellinga • Howard Vieth • Todd Walker • Michael and Laurie Walsh • Pat
Watson • Julie Weiss • Randall Wessel • Donald Wichert • James Witalison • Terry Witucki • Dan York

New CUB Members
from March 1, 2007 through August 31, 2007
• Robert Anstice • Micheal Anzia • Robert Barton • Bill Baumer • Brenda Beaumier • Diana Beck • Stewart
Benedict • Emily Berres • Marion and Charles Beyer • Marjorie Bjork • Ellen Blank • Catherine BockWeiss • Dennis Bolstad • John Bonogofsky • Ellyn Boynar • Bruce Braden • Isabell Braun • Terrence
Brehmer • Eleanor Buchs • Norma Busser • Mark Capriolo • Rochelle Carothers • Jeffrey Cartier • Darleen
Chiappetta • Mitchell Choy • Donnan Christensen • Lori Christoffersen • Lillian Cloutier • Nancey
Coates • Leonard Cody • Margot Cordes • Anne-Marie and Paul Correll • Julie Crego • Amy Crofts • Mark
Cukla • James Dabruzzi • David Damgaard • J Darlington • Dean DeBroux • C DeGroot • Mary
Delgado • Matthew Denzin • Robert Dewey • Robert Duffy • Sister Luanne Durst • Janet Dvorachek • David
Eagan • C Firari • Edith First • Carol Fishman • Joseph Flanagan • Norman Fons • Paul Fredricks • Dr. Ann
Frisch • Susan Fritts • Louise and Richard Gabel • Mildred Gabrielsen • Ralph Gadbois • Perry
Gardner • Gary Gerstner • Helen Glissendorf • Norman Goldfarb • Richard Goree • Viola Grady • William
Grady • W R Greylak • Phyllis Grover • Richard Grum • Jeffrey Gunderson • Calvin Hageman • Anette B
Hansen • Artice Hanson • Jeanne Harper • Michael Harris • Gene Hilst • Dick and Donnalee Hiorns • Jennifer
Hirsch • Betsy Hodson • Dorothy Hoffman • Mary Hoglund • Gregory Howe • Doris and David Huck • Irene
Ihlenefeld • Vernon Jaberg • Robert Jacobs • Tim Jensen • Douglas Johnson • Martin Johnson • Ramona
Johnson • Carol and David Jones • Stacie Kaminski • Albert Kanner • Kimberly and David Karr • Doris and
James Kirchberg • Mr and Mrs Eugene Kittel • Judith L Knight • Edward Kolb • Rudy Korte • William
Kriegs • Gary Kruse • Russel Kumrow • Chris LaForge • Amy Lanphear • Michael LaPorte • Joyce
continued on page 6
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New CUB Members
continued from page 5

Larson • Lynn Laughery • Jerry Lauscher • Mr and Mrs J.H. Lehman • Joanne and Tom Lemke • Darleane
Lemley • Evelyn Lemmenes • A G Liedtke • Patricia Listol • Christopher Little • Charles Litweiler • Steven
Lund • Ginger McIntosh • Elizabeth McIntyre • Ted McKenna • Paz Melich • Myrna Michaels • Joseph
Miklas • Daniel Miller • Owen Monfils • Thomas and Penny Moniz • John Murphy • Mary Murray • Kathleen
and Robert Nehm • C Norsetter • Dorothy Northey • Ted Ohlswager • Chester Paciura • Thomas and Suzanne
Pelzel • Sandy Pfeiffer • Joann Phillips • Janet Piddington • Thomas Pigneguy • Harriet Pinch • Zuber
Pirzada • Fred Ponschok • John Powell • Harlan Prine • Ervin Przybl • Joan and George Puchta • Susan
Racine • Vicki Redfern • Tom Reed • Eileen Rence • David Rhoads & Sandra Roberts • Edward Rivers • Lee
Rogers • Richard Roloff • Johna Rotha • Charles and Kathleen Rowley • Gary Ruge • Shirley Salerno • Mark
Sasse • Lois Schneider • Raymond Schoedi • Dolores Schruba • Nicole Schuldt • Elmore
Schulenburg • Henry Shaw • Dr and Mrs John Smalley • Charlotte Smith • Kathleen Smith • Ruth
Snedic • Carole Snowdon • Elizabeth Spencer • Roger Springman • Paul St. Arnauld • Tracy Stacy • Roy
Stanley • Margaret Steinam • Charleen Steinhauer • John and Penelope Stoudt • Raymond Stroinski • Arlene
Strom • Joanne Styles • Jill Tan • Alice Tassoul • Barbara Tays • Jeanette Thayer • Jane Treglowne • Andrejs
Varpins • Marilyn Verick • Kathryn Virgil • James Vosejpka • Gilbert Vosswinkel • Linda Wagner • Katherine
and Robert Warnecke • Oliver Weinhold • Dave and Amy Welo • Donald West • Mr and Mrs William
West • Barbara Westhofen • Kira When • Donald Wikgren • Walter Wilson • Tammara Wolfgram • Randy and
Diane Yokes • Lee Zachek • Michael Zupan

CUB Fights for You
continued from page 4

CUB and Clean Wisconsin will
also examine the assumptions used
by We Energies to estimate the
costs of the pollution control
equipment, and whether the equipment will allow We Energies to
comply with clean air requirements.
The PSC will likely make a
decision on this case in the first
half of 2008.
Xcel Energy/Northern States
Power-Wisconsin, Rate Case for
2008 Rates, Docket 4220-UR-115
On June 1, 2007, Xcel Energy
(also know as Northern States
Power) applied to the PSC for permission to raise 2008 electric rates
by $67 million, or 14.3 percent.
Xcel also wants to increase 2008
natural gas rates by $5.3 million,
or 3.3 percent.

According to Xcel, the utility is
asking for the rate increase
because of higher prices for fossil
fuels used to generate electricity,
higher costs for transmitting electricity, and investments in its existing nuclear plants and new wind
power plants.
CUB is intervening in this case
at the PSC, and will urge
Xcel/NSP to develop new rates for
utility customers so that they can
take steps to reduce their electric
bills. CUB will also ask the PSC
to make sure costs are being fairly
split between residential, commercial, and industrial customers.

CUB will submit testimony
from its experts to the PSC in
October, and will file legal briefs
later in the fall. The PSC is
expected to make a decision on
this case by the end of 2007.
Legislation
Throughout 2007, CUB has
been fighting against an attempt to
repeal Wisconsin’s nuclear power
plant law, Wis. Stat. 196.493. This
law requires that, before any new
nuclear power plant is built in Wisconsin, three criteria must be met:
A federally-licensed nuclear
waste dump will be available to
dispose of all of the nuclear waste
from the reactors in Wisconsin;
A reliable and adequate supply
of nuclear fuel is available; and
continued on page 7
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CUB Fights for You
continued from page 6

The cost of building, operating,
and decommissioning the nuclear
plant and disposing of the nuclear
waste is economically advantageous to ratepayers.
Some politicians say that repealing this law will “remove criteria
specific to nuclear power so that it
can be on the same playing field
[as other technologies].” These
politicians have it backwards—we
need this law to protect us from the
outrageous costs and risks of
nuclear power.
No other energy production
technology produces plutonium,
one of the most lethal substances
known and a primary ingredient in
nuclear weapons. Spent nuclear
fuel is deadly dangerous for hundreds of thousands of years, and its
existence increases the risk of
nuclear war and terrorism. Building more nuclear power plants in
Wisconsin would increase the very
real risk of the Wolf River area
being selected by the federal government as a disposal site for the
nation’s high level radioactive
waste.

Nuclear power is expensive:
Nuclear power plants always cost
more than promised; nuclear
power relies on insurance against
catastrophe subsidized by taxpayers; since 1943, nuclear power has
received more than 95% of the federal research & development
money spent on nuclear, solar, and
wind power; and the cost of
nuclear fuel mining, processing,
and disposal is heavily subsidized
by taxpayers.
CUB is working hard to make
sure that the state law protecting us
from the folly of nuclear power
remains on the books.
Court Cases
Butcher v. Ameritech
In our Spring 2007 newsletter,
we reported on a lawsuit against
AT&T (previously known as
Ameritech) for illegally charging
customers for sales taxes. CUB
joined this lawsuit on the side of
the consumer, and encouraged the
Wisconsin Supreme Court to take
up the case and overturn poor decisions made by lower courts.

Unfortunately, the Wisconsin
Supreme Court decided in April
not to take up the case. This means
that AT&T and other retailers can
continue charging customers illegal sales taxes, and unless a customer protests these charges before
paying his or her bill, then the customer has no ability to receive a
refund. It’s a disgrace that our
court system has failed to protect
consumers from obviously illegal
activities by retailers.
We Energies
In another case reported in our
Spring 2007 newsletter, CUB has
sued the Public Service Commission for allowing We Energies to
keep $52 million in excess profits.
Unfortunately, our lawsuit was dismissed by the Wisconsin Court of
Appeals in July. By rejecting our
lawsuit, the Court of Appeals left
standing a ruling by a lower court
allowing We Energies to keep the
$52 million that otherwise would
have been returned to ratepayers.

As you are making your estate plans,
please keep CUB
in mind.
•
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Change of address? Please print changes on mailing label and return to Citizens Utility Board.

CUB Fights Global Warming
continued from page 1

Reducing these pollutants means reducing our
dependence on electricity from coal-fired power
plants. Unfortunately, because coal plays such a large
role in our current energy needs, we won’t stop using
coal anytime soon. But we can demand that coal be
made less polluting by updating old coal plants with
new pollution controls.
Some promote nuclear energy as a solution – but
this is dangerous and expensive thinking. Nuclear
energy remains the most expensive way to produce
electricity. And no one, not the nuclear energy industry nor the government, has a solution for the disposal
of spent nuclear fuel, which remains deadly for hundreds of thousands of years.
CUB believes that Wisconsin can reduce global
warming pollution and strengthen Wisconsin’s economy by making our homes and businesses more energy
efficient, which will reduce the amount of energy
needed in the first place.

By developing Wisconsin’s renewable energy
resources such as wind, solar, and bio-energy, we can
create local jobs and reduce the flow of money out-ofstate to pay for fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural
gas.
Investments in energy efficiency and renewable
energy will protect ratepayers from higher electricity
rates caused by global warming pollution.
As a member of Governor Doyle’s Task Force on
Global Warming, CUB will be fighting for policies
that encourage greater investments in energy efficiency and renewable energy and away from polluting
technologies, such as coal-fired power plants.

